An Overview of Small Business Outsourcing Online to
Service Providers Through Freelance Website Portals
Businesses small and large have been outsourcing every day projects for many years, both online and
offline. All kinds of businesses of have been finding the benefit from the tool of outsourcing in their
business operations. The businesses that use outsourcing as a tool to enhance and grow their
business already know the value that outsourcing brings to their organization through increased
sales, productivity and branding exposure.
First of all what is Outsourcing? Simply put outsourcing is a business process term for what has
literally been known as hiring an independent contractor, or a freelancing consultant to do a specific
task or tasks for an organization in which the organization either does not have the time or the
expertise to do on their own.
The companies, small businesses or even solo entrepreneurs that have used outsourcing for many
years have known the many positives that outsourcing bring to the workplace. However they have
also discovered the importance of having a well managed plan of action for hiring an outsourcer or
freelancer for a business task. This business action pan can include deciding which projects or tasks
to outsource, whom to hire for these tasks, how to manage the project, how to agree on payment
terms, and how to achieve the desired results.
There are so many things a company or business can outsource. Outsourcing can range from
outsourcing payroll to outsourcing customer service, to everything in between. Small businesses
hiring a self-employed web designer to handle the web creation and maintenance are in essence
hiring a web design consultant. Large corporations that hire outside training firms to handle their in
staff training are outsourcing that function of their business to focus more on their core business
functions. In fact practically every business process within an organization is entirely possible to be
outsourced.
Regardless of whether a company or business outsourcers their sales staff or decides to hire locally
the human resource dynamics are still the same. A company needs to ensure the have the
appropriate personnel for the job. The freelance team need to accept orders and work
independently and within time frames. Consultants need to be motivated, need to be able to
communicate concerns and to be able to problem solve. Outsourcing is possible the way of the
future. Bringing with it increased flexibility and accountability for both organizations and their
outsourced staff.
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